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Recycle. Upcycle. Bicycle.
Getting more people outdoor has always been at the heart of Nordisk and we are happy to
advocate a more active and outdoor lifestyle. We develop products that make it easier, safer
and more fun to move, camp and live outside.

Respect for nature since 1901
Our pact with nature remains the same. We have always been committed to sustainability and
the recent shortage of supplies and global logistics challenges, have only strengthened our
belief that we are on the right path.
Recycling and upcycling are not only beneficial for our surroundings. They are also two ways of
dealing with an increased demand of the lifestyle we are committed to, when supplies are low.
So we launch an AW22 collection with a very strong focus on recycled fabrics and components.
Even better is upcycling. The art of taking a waste product, purifying it and turning it into a high
value component is exactly what we do with our 100% European Crystal Down®.
At Nordisk we only use surplus down from the food supply chain to insulate our jackets or
sleeping bags. This gives you a completely natural product, that is lighter, warmer, and more
breathable than any product using man-made fibers. And this from a product that would have
otherwise been wasted.

Commuting Consumers
For reasons relating to both health, social development, traffic, economy and a work/life balance,
we see more and more people choosing two wheels over four. We see it as an obligation to
support this healthy development by making sure that urban commuters can make this transition
without weather concerns.
So we have dedicated our 2022 Autumn/Winter collection to all the active and conscious consumers out there, making sure that spending more time outside will in fact improve your quality
of life and become a permanent choice — also if you simply are on a bicycle on your way to work.
We are ready. Bring on winter.

Erik J. Møller

Owner & CEO (Chief Executive Outdoorer)
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Sustainable
Superpowers
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Down is by far the best, lightest, warmest, most breathable and
most compressible insulation material known to man.
At Nordisk, we make sure that these superpowers do not come at
the cost of animal welfare.
Crystal Down® is a by-product from food production, that would
have otherwise been wasted. It is upcycling in the best sense.
In every single product bearing the iconic red Y.

Upcycled

European

Traceable

Certified

Free-range

Read more about our Ethical Down Code and the qualities of
Crystal Down on www.nordisk.eu/down
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A PACT
WITH
NATURE

Dedicated
to our Planet
We consider Nordisk to be part of a simple ecosystem,
where nature is an integral part of our design process,
and for that, we thank nature by acting responsibly.
Not just by funding an NGO.
Not just by removing PVC from packaging.
Not just by acquiring an industry standard certificate.
And not just by a lonesome marketing project.
For decades, Nordisk has invested in responsible
production, developed internal sustainability
standards that exceed industry certificates, and
invested in innovative materials to benefit the future
of the nature, we hold so dear. And we keep exploring
new ways to do good, while delivering quality gear
that lasts a lifetime.
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A responsible
Partner
Nordisk is part of The Business
Social Compliance Initiative – the
leading business-driven initiative
for companies committed to
improving working conditions in
the global supply chain.

We fight for the
Global Goals
In 2015, world leaders agreed to 17
goals for a better world by 2030. These
goals have the power to end poverty,
fight inequality and stop climate change.
We are excited to have joined the
project, where Nordisk and the UN now
work closely together to reach the Global
Goals for Sustainable Development.

DON’T POISON YOURSELF!

HANDMADE
IN GERMANY

At Nordisk we are working actively
to reduce and eliminate the range
of chemicals used in products and
production processes. So we strive to
ensure that the materials and chemicals
used are as eco-friendly and non-harmful
as possible. From preparation of raw
materials to actual production (including
the people engaged in it) to the use of
the products by the end consumer.

We are very proud of our
production and service facility in
Görlitz, where we build our down
sleeping bags by hand and have
done so for almost 40 years.

SUSTAINABILITY
BEGINS WITH
PRODUCTS
THAT LAST!

DON’T WORRY
– we can fix it
Having our own manufacturing facility in Germany, allow us to offer a fast
and reliable repair service, ensuring
your product a longer lifespan and
giving new life to damaged products.

RECYCLING FOR
A BRIGHTER
FUTURE
By turning used plastic bottles
and fishing nets into new fabrics
and fibre fillings, we help remove
harmful materials from nature.

Certified
responsible
Apart from our own strict Ethical
Down Code, we obviously comply with
international regulations set forth by the
European Down & Feather Association
and the Responsible Down Standard

Ethical Down Code

Animal welfare, reliable traceability and exceptional quality have
always been our priority when choosing our insulation fillings. So
we invented our own strict down policy, years before international
standards were introduced, and to this day, our own Ethical
Down Code is still a better protection of both animals and planet than standard
certificates and legislation such as RDS and EDFA.
Every single piece of Crystal Down is traceable, washable and from Europe.
Read more on www.thedownspecialist.com

A PATH UNVEILED:
NYLON CAN BE GROWN
In 2014, in collaboration with Toray Inc, we
developed the world’s first eco-friendly
down jacket. By extracting plant oil from
the Ricinus plant, we have made it possible
to create sustainable nylon fibres, replacing the need for crude oil that would take
nature hundreds of thousands of years to
form, and even longer to recover from.

100% PFC FREE
IS OUR GOAL
PFCs (Per-fluorinated compounds) are
generally part of DWR (Durable Water
Repellent) treatments due to their
superior water and oil repellency. PFCs are
harmful to the environment, and
Nordisk is constantly working on removing
all PFCs from our apparel — and we are
getting closer and closer to our goal.
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TREND // URBAN COMMUTING
Urban commuting by bike is one of the fastest growing global trends.
Rapidly increasing numbers of citizens and vehicles have a direct impact
on the air quality in cities, and the consumers are starting to react.
Public transportation used to be the go-to solution, but social
restrictions have boosted the need for safe and sustainable alternatives
like biking. By looking at the statistics for bike sales, we see that people
have invested heavily in this behavioural change, meaning that the
trend is more likely to grow and cause an increased demand for suitable
accessories, such as bike friendly clothing.

PROJECTED EU BIKE SALES 2019 – 2030
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Regular bikes sold
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E-bikes sold

We are so excited to introduce our AW22 collection: Urban Explorer.
Inspired by a growing popularity of biking and multifunctionality,
our new collection is designed for your safe and comfortable city
commute as well as outdoor adventures everywhere.
You will find proven high quality products and bestsellers side by
side with some exciting new additions, that provide an answer to
the huge change in global commuting behaviour.
Please enjoy!
- The Nordisk R&D Team
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GLOBAL GOALS
Making transportation more sustainable is of critical
importance for people and planet. Cycling is directly
linked to 11 of the 17 Global Goals for
Sustainable Development set out by the
United Nations.
Nordisk is already a proud partner
of the UN's SDG programme,
developing innovative solutions
to sustainable tourism around the
globe. Adding a focus on commuting
to our range of outdoor apparel is a
logical next step.

Nordisk Villages
In the pursuit of more sustainable
alternatives to luxury tourism, Nordisk has
opened luxury glamping vacation spots on 3
continents. In idyllic locations, guests will feel
second-to-none hotel luxury, without leaving
any footprint but their own.
Enjoy your time off in a Nordisk Village nature’s own billion star hotel.

Nordisk Hygge Circles
Ugakei in Japan
Nordisk has recently opened the gates to the
world’s first 100% sustainable outdoor theme
park, that incporporates 11 of the 17 Global
Goals.
Nordisk Hygge Circles Ugakei is built
exclusively from biodegradable materials
and let visitors experience the Scandinavian
outdoor lifestyle while learning about the
UN Global Goals and sustainable living. All
in a setting that proves that nature is our
greatest luxury.
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INTRODUCING BIKE FRIENDLY
We have added a new icon to the mix.
“Bike Friendly“ garments will get you safely through traffic and still
make you look and feel great when you are no longer on the go.

MOVABILITY

Stretchy fabrics, raglan sleeves and
a 2-way zipper for extra legroom are
some of the features that let you
move freely on your bike.

WEATHER PROTECTION

With any Bike Friendly jacket from
Nordisk, you can be safe in taking
on the elements. You are completely
protected from wind and rain, and the
sustainable Crystal Down® filling will
keep you warm throughout the winter.

BREATHABILITY

A big concern for urban commuters
is the need for apparel that will
keep you warm and dry – even after
getting your pulse up on your way.
We have had a big focus on the
breathability of the fabrics, but also
on extra options for ventilation,
such as underarm zippers and
2-way front zippers.

VISIBILITY

Reflective details dramatically
increase your safety in the
dark. They also tend to make
apparel look a tad too sporty
for corporate use.
So, on the majority of our
Bike Friendly styles, we have
come up with some ingenious
discreet design solutions, that
let you hide the details when
they are not needed.
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Enjoy nature your way
Colours and inspiration
autumn/winter 2022
Nordisk apparel collection
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SPI
RIT
Conscious
Happiness
Legacy
Recharge
Enjoy
Together
Hygge
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SPI
RIT
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DO WHAT YOU LOVE.
LOVE WHAT YOU DO.
TIME IS LIMITED.
GRAB IT, TAKE CONTROL
AND LIVE FREELY.
GO OUT. RECHARGE.
YOUR SPIRIT.
OUR PASSION
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SPI
RIT
Recycled

Recycled

MANI
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SKADI
Page 18

Recycled

LIZ
Page 20

Recycled

Recycled

PAYNE
Page 23

AUKEA
Page 24

Recycled

PEARTH
Page 23

Recycled

Recycled

KATEA
Page 27

AKKARVIK
Page 25

Recycled

TANA
Page 28

NAO
Page 20

Recycled

Recycled

Recycled

SAGA
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GRID
Page 19

MIMI
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MOANA
Page 24

Recycled

Recycled

MARTON
Page 28

ACCESSORIES
Page 30-31
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Designed for urban explorers
Nothing beats the feeling of swooping by cars and buses
stuck in morning traffic. The cold wind in your face is
a refreshing reminder that you made the right choice.
Commuting on two wheels, feeling warm, dry and safe is the
best decision, you ever made.
Energy up. Pollution down. And you… fast forward.

Recycled

NEW

NEW

Recycled

Recycled

MANI

SKADI
Men´s urban bike jacket

Women´s urban bike jacket

• Bike friendly
• Waterproof shell
• Crystal Down® Dry
• Several concealable reflective applications
• Underarm ventilation zip
• 2-way adjustable hood with visor
• Recycled shell and lining

• Bike friendly
• Waterproof shell
• Crystal Down® Dry
• Several concealable reflective applications
• Underarm ventilation zip
• 2-way adjustable hood with visor
• Recycled shell and lining

Colour

Dress Blue | Dark Moss | Black

Colour

Dress Blue/Lemon | Dress Blue | Dark Moss | Black

Sizes

S-3XL

Sizes

XS-2XL

Fabric shell

XD Protect shell, 2-layer recycled fabric, 2-way stretch
laminate with XD Tech membrane 10,000 WP/10,000 MP

Fabric shell

XD Protect shell, 2-layer recycled fabric, 2-way stretch
laminate with XD Tech membrane 10,000 WP/10,000 MP

Shell material

Recycled polyester

Shell material

Recycled polyester

Lining material

Recycled lightweight rip-stop nylon

Lining material

Recycled lightweight rip-stop nylon

Filling

Crystal Down® Dry 90/10 700+ European water-repellent down

Filling

Crystal Down® Dry 90/10 700+ European water-repellent down

Construction

Down with rain shell

Construction

Down with rain shell

Item no.

1143

Item no.

1144
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SPI
RIT

NEW

Your super light and breathable
protection against sudden
autumn showers.
Having an ultralight, durable
raincoat at the ready is a lifesaver
for the urban commuter.

GRID
Women's long shell coat
• Bike friendly
• Waterproof shell
• Waist adjustment
• Reflective details
• 2-way adjustable hood with visor

Colour

Dress Blue | Black

Sizes

XS-2XL

Fabric shell

XD Protect shell, lightweight 3-layer laminate,
2-way stretch and XD Tech Membrane
10,000 WP/10,000 MP

Shell material

Nylon

Construction

Shell

Item no.

1145

Not only will Grid protect you
from both storm and rain, it is
also extremely bike friendly with
reflective prints, a hood that
adjusts around your helmet and
great ventilation features to make
sure you do not show up for work
soaked in sweat.
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All in one

Mix and match your style to fit the conditions with these incredibly
versatile element fighters. Combinable layers of hardshell and
insulation that fit each other perfectly without visible or clumsy
connectors. Each layer looks equally sharp as stand-alone products.

Taped Seams

Recycled

Recycled

Recycled

NAO

LIZ

3 in 1 jacket for men

3 in 1 jacket for women

• Fully taped waterproof outer shell jacket
• Cosy Crystal Down®Dry filled inner jacket
• Outer and inner jacket can be disconnected
• Adjustable hood, cuffs and hem
• Inner jacket is turnable
• Recycled shell fabric

• Fully taped waterproof outer shell jacket
• Cosy Crystal Down®Dry filled inner jacket
• Outer and inner jacket can be disconnected
• Adjustable hood, cuffs and hem
• Inner jacket is turnable
• Recycled shell fabric

Colour

Dress Blue | Dark Moss | Black

Colour

Dress Blue | Dark Moss | Black

Sizes

S-3XL

Sizes

XS-2XL

Fabric shell

XD Honeycomb shell, 2-layer recycled fabric, 2-way stretch
polyester with XD Tech membrane 10,000 WP/10,000 MP

Fabric shell

XD Honeycomb shell, 2-layer recycled fabric, 2-way stretch
polyester with XD Tech membrane 10,000 WP/10,000 MP

Shell material

Recycled polyester

Shell material

Recycled polyester

Lining material

Lightweight nylon

Lining material

Lightweight nylon

Filling

Crystal Down® Dry 90/10 700+ European down

Filling

Crystal Down® Dry 90/10 700+ European down

Filling weight

120 g (M)

Filling weight

140 g (S)

Total weight

895 g (M)

Total weight

935 g (S)

Construction

Down with rain shell

Construction

Down with rain shell

Item no.

1059

Item no.

1058
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SPI
RIT

NEW

Recycled

Recycled

Get your outdoor
essentials right. Go for the
classics, and you’ve got
yourself a friend for life.
Your tried and tested
outdoor companion will
never disappoint you.
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MIMI
Women’s short down coat
• Premium Crystal Down
• 2-way front zip
• 2-way adjustable hood and hem
• Small pack size
• Sleeve pocket
• Recycled lining fabric

Colour

Dress Blue | Dark Moss | Black

Sizes

XS-2XL

Fabric shell

Lightweight ripstop nylon

Shell material

Nylon

Lining material

Recycled lightweight rip-stop nylon

Filling

Crystal Down® 95/5 750+
European white goose down

Construction

Stitched through

Item no.

1149

SPI
RIT

Recycled

Recycled

PAYNE

PEARTH

Men’s lightweight down jacket

Women’s lightweight down coat

• Crystal Down® Premium European Down
• Soft and light ripstop fabric
• Very small pack size
• Elastic hood opening and cuffs
• 2-way front zip
• Recycled shell and lining fabric

• Crystal Down® Premium European Down
• Soft and light ripstop fabric
• Very small pack size
• Elastic hood opening and cuffs
• 2-way front zip
• Recycled shell and lining fabric

Colour

Dress Blue | Dark Moss | Black

Colour

Dress Blue | Dark Moss | Black

Sizes

S-3XL

Sizes

XS-2XL

Material

Recycled lightweight ripstop polyester

Material

Recycled lightweight ripstop polyester

Filling

Crystal Down® 90/10 700+ European down

Filling

Crystal Down® 90/10 700+ European down

Filling weight

133 g (M)

Filling weight

122 g (S)

Total weight

365 g (M)

Total weight

360 g (S)

Construction

Stitched through

Construction

Stitched through

Item no.

1158

Item no.

1159
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Choose your armour!
Battling changing weather conditions is part of our heritage.
We love bad weather and our jackets are made to make sure that
you don’t have to worry about it.

Recycled

Recycled

Recycled

MOANA

AUKEA

Extra long seamless women’s down coat

Women’s seamless down coat

• Crystal Down®Dry, European water-repellent down
• Innovative bonding technique
• Adjustable hood with visor
• Weather proof – keeps you warm and dry
• Recycled shell and lining fabric

• Crystal Down®Dry, European water-repellent down
• Innovative bonding technique
• Adjustable hood with visor
• Weather proof - keeps you warm and dry
• Recycled shell and lining fabric

Colour

Dress Blue | Dark Moss | Black

Colour

Dress Blue/Lemon | Dress Blue | Dark Moss | Black

Sizes

XS-2XL

Sizes

XS-2XL

Fabric shell

XD Honeycomb shell, 2-layer recycled fabric, 2-way stretch
polyester with XD Tech membrane 10,000 WP/10,000 MP

Fabric shell

XD Protect shell, 2-layer recycled fabric, 2-way stretch laminate
with XD Tech membrane 10,000 WP/10,000 MP

Shell material

Recycled polyester

Shell material

Recycled polyester

Fabric lining

Recycled lightweight rip-stop nylon

Lining material

Recycled lightweight rip-stop nylon

Filling

Crystal Down® Dry 90/10 700+ European water-repellent down

Filling

Crystal Down® Dry 90/10 700+ European water-repellent down

Filling weight

170 g (S)

Filling weight

165 g (S)

Total weight

720 g (S)

Total weight

638 g (S)

Construction

Bonded seam construction

Construction

Bonded seam construction

Item no.

1122

Item no.

1114
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SPI
RIT

If you need ONE jacket to keep
you warm and dry from the first
autumn showers until
the sun starts heating up the
earth again for summer, then this
trio is your best bet.
And of course — it doesn’t hurt
to look sharp while you’re at it.

Recycled

AKKARVIK
Men’s seamless down jacket
• Crystal Down®Dry, European water-repellent down
• Innovative bonding technique
• Adjustable hood with visor
• Weather proof — keeps you warm and dry
• Recycled shell and lining fabric

Colour

Dress Blue | Dark Moss | Black

Sizes

S-3XL

Fabric shell

XD Protect shell, 2-layer recycled fabric, 2-way stretch laminate
with XD Tech membrane 10,000 WP/10,000 MP

Shell material

Recycled polyester

Lining material

Recycled lightweight rip-stop nylon

Filling

Crystal Down® Dry 90/10 700+ European water-repellent down

Filling weight

150 g (M)

Total weight

765 g (M)

Construction

Bonded seam construction

Item no.

1115
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SPI
RIT

For the urban outdoorer
With loads of responsible down filling in a cool oversize style,
you will never have to fear the cold. Despite the volume, these
puffers will astonish you with their incredibly low weight.

Recycled

NEW

Recycled

Recycled

KATEA

SAGA

Women’s puffer down coat

Women’s extra long puffer down coat

• Crystal Down®Dry, European water-repellent down
• Adjustable storm hood with high collar
• 1,000 mm water column on shell fabric
• Rib-knit storm cuffs
• Very small pack size
• Recycled shell fabric

• Crystal Down®Dry, European water-repellent down
• Soft rib on cuffs and collar and extra warm hood
• 1,000 mm water column on shell fabric
• 2-way front zip
• Recycled shell and lining fabric

Colour

Dress Blue | Dark Moss | Black

Colour

Dress Blue | Black

Sizes

XS-2XL

Sizes

XS-2XL

Fabric shell

Lightweight recycled nylon with 1,000 WP

Fabric shell

Lightweight recycled nylon with 1,000 WP

Shell material

Recycled nylon

Shell material

Recycled nylon

Lining material

Lightweight rip-stop polyester

Lining material

Recycled lightweight rip-stop nylon

Filling

Crystal Down® Dry 90/10 700+ European
water-repellent down

Filling

Crystal Down® Dry 90/10 700+ European
water-repellent down

Construction

Stitched through

Construction

Stitched through

Item no.

1125

Item no.

1147
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No need for weather concerns.
This duo is guaranteed to keep you
warm, dry and happy.

Recycled

Recycled

Recycled

MARTON

TANA

Soft and stylish men’s down jacket

Women’s elegant down insulated shell coat

• Waterproof with fully taped seams
• Crystal Down®Dry – water-repellent down filling
• Detachable 2-way adjustable hood with visor
• Underarm ventilation
• Waterproof pockets and front zipper
• Recycled shell and lining fabric

• Waterproof with fully taped seams
• Crystal Down®Dry – water-repellent down filling
• Adjustable and detachable hood
• Rib-knit storm cuffs
• Recycled shell and lining fabric

Colour

Dress Blue | Dark Moss | Black

Colour

Dress Blue | Dark Moss | Black

Sizes

S-3XL

Sizes

XS-2XL

Fabric shell

XD City shell, recycled 2-layer brushed laminate
with XD Tech membrane 10,000 WP/10,000 MP

Fabric shell

XD City shell, recycled 2-layer brushed laminate
with XD Tech membrane 10,000 WP/10,000 MP

Shell material

Recycled polyester

Shell material

Recycled polyester

Lining material

Recycled rip-stop nylon

Lining material

Recycled rip-stop nylon

Filling

Crystal Down® Dry 90/10 700+ European water-repellent down

Filling

Crystal Down® Dry 90/10 700+ European water-repellent down

Filling weight

110 g (M)

Filling weight

150 g (S)

Total weight

950 g (M)

Total weight

1,080 g (S)

Construction

Down with rain shell

Construction

Down with rain shell

Item no.

1124

Item no.

1108
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SPI
RIT

Living in the moment
is essential. Outdoor
experience will make it
even better. No need
for weather concerns
— with these styles you
are always prepared!
Keeping you warm,
dry and happy.
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MUG
Steel mug
• Double wall vacuum insulated contruction will keep
your hot drinks hot, and cold drinks cold
• Non-slip bottom surface
• Dishwasher safe

Colour

Jack Blue | Dark Moss | Lemon

Volume

300 ml

Size

7 x 10 cm

Material

Stainless steel

Weight

150 g

Item no.

122072

MOS
Down slippers
• Ultra soft lining
• Very soft down
• Elastic drawcord
• Anti-slip sole
• Integrated roll-up pack sack
• Very durable materials
• Multi-use carry bag included

Colour

Dress Blue | Dark Moss | Lemon

Sizes

XS (31-34 EU) - L (42-46 EU)

Measurements

11 x 29 cm (M)

Material

Recycled lightweight nylon

Filling

80/20 white duck down, RDS certified

Weight

170 g (M)

Item no.

109072

YGG
25 L Daypack
• 25 L Daypack
• Comfortable Nordisk 3D back panel
• Top-loaded main compartment
• Trims made from strong and lightweight aluminium
• Two side-pockets with zipper
• Internal laptop compartment
• Internal small zip pocket
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Colour

Dress Blue | Dark Moss | Lemon

Volume

25 L

Size

45 x 28 x 20 cm

Material

100% Nylon

Weight

770 g

Item no.

148046

SPI
RIT

BOTTLE
Steel drinking bottle
• Double wall vacuum insulated contruction will keep
your hot drinks hot, and cold drinks cold
• Rust free, leak free design
• Non-slip bottom surface
• Carabiner included for easy attachment to your bag
• Dishwasher safe

Colour

Jack Blue | Dark Moss | Lemon

Volume

500 ml

Size

7,3 x 23 cm

Material

Stainless steel

Weight

350 g

Item no.

122073
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AMBI
TION
Dreams
Explore
Purpose
Dare
Aching
Moments
Memories
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AMBI
TION
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BREATHE IN.
BREATHE OUT.
VENTURE
DEEP INTO THE
OUTDOORS. FEEL
THE ELEMENTS
AND LET YOUR
SENSES CREATE
THE MEMORIES.
YOUR AMBITION,
OUR PASSION.
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AMBI
TION

SOL
Page 37

LODUR
Page 37

MAGNI
Page 38

MODI
Page 38

Recycled

HIRMIN
Page 39

EMBLA
Page 39

Recycled

RAI
Page 41

PICTON
Page 40

Recycled

REESE
Page 42

Recycled

PATEA
Page 40

Recycled

TEVIOT
Page 43

Recycled

TORA
Page 43
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We honestly don’t know where to begin...
This really shouldn’t be possible.
With mindblowing specs, this jacket is a real game changer. It looks,
weighs and feels like a delicate down jacket, and you would expect it to
be a fragile and vulnerable piece. But this textile will resist a towering 25
meters of solid water pressure, before letting a drop through.
Then surely it is too dense to breathe, you say? Guess again. This is by
far the most breathable jacket, we have ever made. You will be warm and
dry. Inside and outside.
All. Winter. Long.
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AMBI
TION

NEW

NEW

LODUR

SOL
Men’s ultralight down filled shell jacket

Women’s ultralight down filled shell jacket

• Extremely light construction
• Waterproof shell fabric
• Crystal Down®
• Adjustable hood and hem

• Extremely light construction
• Waterproof shell fabric
• Crystal Down®
• Adjustable hood and hem

Colour

Dress Blue | Lemon | Black

Colour

Dress Blue | Lemon | Black

Sizes

S-3XL

Sizes

XS-3XL

Fabric shell

XD Ultra shell, ultralight 2-layer laminate with
XD Tech membrane, 25,000 WP/45,000 MP

Fabric shell

XD Ultra shell, ultralight 2-layer laminate with
XD Tech membrane, 25,000 WP/45,000 MP

Shell material

Nylon

Shell material

Nylon

Lining material

Next to nothing® Ultralight rip-stop nylon

Lining material

Next to nothing® Ultralight rip-stop nylon

Filling

Crystal Down® 95/5 900+ European down

Filling

Crystal Down® 95/5 900+ European down

Filling weight

75 g

Filling weight

62 g

Total weight

320 g

Total weight

250 g

Construction

Bonded seam construction

Construction

Bonded seam construction

Item no.

1157

Item no.

1156
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Trust your third layer!
Reliable protection is essential for thriving in the outdoor world.
Any adventurer knows the value of the three-layer principle, and with a
Nordisk shell, you can head straight into a storm without worries of getting
wet or cold from the wind.

SOFTSHELL

NEW

NEW

MAGNI

MODI

Men’s softshell jacket

Women’s softshell jacket

• Bike friendly
• Waterproof fabric with high stretch
• Underarm ventilation
• Reflective details
• 2-way adjustable hood with visor
• Thumb holes

• Bike friendly
• Waterproof fabric with high stretch
• Underarm ventilation
• Reflective details
• 2-way adjustable hood with visor
• Thumb holes

Colour

Dress Blue/Lemon | Jack Blue | Black

Colour

Dress Blue/Lemon | Jack Blue | Black

Sizes

S-3XL

Sizes

XS-2XL

Fabric shell

XD Protect shell, lightweight 3-layer laminate
with fleece backing and XD Tech Membrane

Fabric shell

XD Protect shell, lightweight 3-layer laminate
with fleece backing and XD Tech Membrane

Shell material

84% nylon, 16% spandex

Shell material

84% nylon, 16% spandex

Construction

Shell

Construction

Shell

Item no.

1150

Item no.

1151
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AMBI
TION

HARDSHELL

Taped Seams

NEW

NEW

HIRMIN

EMBLA

Men’s hardshell jacket

Women’s hardshell jacket

• Highly durable 3-layer fabric
• Fully taped construction
• Underarm ventilation
• 2-way adjustable hood with visor
• Extra large pockets
• Reflective details

• Highly durable 3-layer fabric
• Fully taped construction
• Underarm ventilation
• 2-way adjustable hood with visor
• Extra large pockets
• Reflective details

Colour

Dress Blue | Jack Blue | Black

Colour

Dress Blue | Jack Blue | Black

Sizes

S-3XL

Sizes

XS-2XL

Fabric shell

XD Protect shell, lightweight 3-layer laminate
with 2-way stretch and XD Tech Membrane
10,000 WP/10,000 MP

Fabric shell

XD Protect shell, lightweight 3-layer laminate
with 2-way stretch and XD Tech Membrane
10,000 WP/10,000 MP

Shell material

84% nylon, 16% spandex

Shell material

84% nylon, 16% spandex

Construction

Shell

Construction

Shell

Item no.

1154

Item no.

1155
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The down jacket – reinvented
These innovative styles remove the traditional weaknesses of lightweight
down jackets which are fragile to rain and require an extra layer on top.
By adding a water-repellant finish to the fabric protecting the hydrophobic
down inside, we have created a series of lightweighters with a new
technical chamber look that offers so much more than its look-alikes.

Recycled

Recycled

Recycled

PICTON

PATEA

Men’s bonded water-repellant down jacket

Women’s bonded water-repellant down coat

• Innovative bonded seam construction with no stitches
• 1,000 mm water column and DWR finish on shell fabric
• Crystal Down®Dry filling
• 2-way adjustable hood
• Very light shell fabric
• Recycled shell fabric

• Innovative bonded seam construction with no stitches
• 1,000 mm water column and DWR finish on shell fabric
• Crystal Down®Dry filling
• 2-way adjustable hood
• Very light shell fabric
• Recycled shell fabric

Colour

Lemon | Jack Blue / Dress Blue | Black

Colour

Dress Blue | Black

Sizes

S-3XL

Sizes

XS-2XL

Fabric shell

Lightweight recycled nylon with 1,000 WP

Fabric shell

Lightweight recycled nylon with 1,000 WP

Shell material

Recycled nylon

Shell material

Recycled nylon

Lining material

Lightweight rip-stop polyester

Lining material

Lightweight rip-stop polyester

Filling

Crystal Down® Dry 90/10 700+ European
water-repellent down

Filling

Crystal Down® Dry 90/10 700+ European
water-repellent down

Filling weight

150 g (M)

Filling weight

160 g (S)

Total weight

455 g (M)

Total weight

460 g (S)

Construction

Bonded seam construction

Construction

Bonded seam construction

Item no.

1127

Item no.

1139
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AMBI
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Bring on winter
A super light weather warrior
with extra down insulation,
H-box-construction and a water
repellant shell to take you
blazing through the coldest
months of the year.

Recycled

RAI
Extra warm water-repellant lightweight down jacket

Ideal for any outdoor
adventurer looking for
lightweight insulation to drive
your performance further.
Keeping you warm in cold
conditions as a stand-alone or
perfect as your second layer.
No matter which adventure is
next, you’ll need to bring this
along.

• H-Box construction
• 1.000 mm water column and DWR finish on shell fabric
• Crystal Down®Dry filling
• Adjustable ergonomic hood
• Ultra small pack size
• Recycled shell fabric

Colour

Lemon | Dress Blue / Lemon | Black

Sizes

S-3XL

Fabric shell

Lightweight recycled nylon with 1,000 WP

Shell material

Recycled nylon

Lining material

Lightweight rip-stop polyester

Filling

Crystal Down® Dry 90/10 700+ European
water-repellent down

Filling weight

180 g (M)

Total weight

470 g (M)

Construction

H-Box

Item no.

1130
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Recycled

Sunshine is nice. But bad
weather can be so much
more fun.
Supreme insulation,
ventilation and complete
weather protection give
you the ammunition to
take on any adventure
where the elements may
change.
Stay warm. Stay dry.
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Recycled

REESE
Men’s down insulated shell jacket
• Underarm ventilation zip
• Crystal Down®Dry filling
• 2-way adjustable hood with visor
• Waterproof with fully taped seams
• Waterproof pockets and front zipper
• Recycled shell and lining fabric

Colour

Vetiver/Dark Moss | Jack Blue/Dress Blue | Black

Sizes

S-3XL

Fabric shell

XD Protect shell, 2-layer recycled fabric, 2-way stretch
laminate with XD Tech membrane 10,000 WP/10,000 MP

Shell material

Recycled polyester

Lining material

Rip-stop recycled nylon

Filling

Crystal Down® Dry 90/10 700+ European
water-repellent down

Filling weight

114 g (M)

Total weight

810 g (M)

Construction

Down with rain shell

Item no.

1162

AMBI
TION

Recycled

Recycled

TEVIOT

TORA

Men’s technical hardshell down jacket for active use

Women’s technical hardshell down jacket for active use

• Superlight 2-way stretch shell fabric
• Waterproof - fully taped seams
• Crystal Down®Dry filling
• 2-way adjustable hood with visor
• Front zipper with zip vent system
• High pocket position for easy access
• Underarm ventilation zippers

• Superlight 2-way stretch shell fabric
• Waterproof — fully taped seams
• Crystal Down®Dry
• 2-way adjustable hood with visor
• Front zipper with zip vent system
• High pocket position for easy access
• Underarm ventilation zippers

Colour

Vetiver/Dark Moss | Lemon/Black | Jack Blue/Black | Black

Colour

Lemon/Black | Jack Blue/Black | Black

Sizes

S-3XL

Sizes

XS-2XL

Fabric shell

XD Protect shell, 2-layer fabric, 2-way stretch laminate with
XD Tech membrane 10,000 WP/20,000 MP

Fabric shell

XD Protect shell, 2-layer fabric, 2-way stretch laminate with
XD Tech membrane 10,000 WP/20,000 MP

Shell material

Nylon

Shell material

Nylon

Lining material

Recycled lightweight nylon

Lining material

Recycled lightweight nylon

Filling

Crystal Down® Dry 90/10 700+ European water-repellent down

Filling

Crystal Down® Dry 90/10 700+ European water-repellent down

Filling weight

95 g (M)

Filling weight

95 g (S)

Total weight

670 g (M)

Total weight

660 g (S)

Construction

Down with rain shell

Construction

Down with rain shell

Item no.

1128

Item no.

1129
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DIC
TION
Pain
Hunger
Thrill
Pulse
Force
No compromise
Expedition
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GO DEEP. GO FAR. DON’T LET
ANYTHING GET IN YOUR WAY.
HUNGER, PAIN AND FATIGUE CAN
BE BEATEN BY MENTAL
AND PHYSICAL STRENGTH.
ELEMENTS WILL BE CONQUERED.
NO EXCUSES.
YOUR ADDICTION,
OUR PASSION.
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HORIZON
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MJELDE
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MEDBY
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RIMU
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STRATO
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ALTO
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CIRRUS
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STOKE
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ATTENTION!

Nerdy Topic Alert
Is there such a thing as a smart
membrane?
Well, we have made our race shells
intelligent by using a membrane that
adapts to temperature and moisture.
The warmer you get, the more
breathable it becomes. And the colder
you get, the more it keeps your body
heat sealed in.
We know it is nerdy, but to us;
membranes are sexy!
RACE INTELLIGENTLY.

HORIZON
Unisex 3 layer stretchable pants
• Temperature adapting membrane
• Long side zips
• Velcro adjustment on lower legs
• Pre-bent and shaped knees
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Colour

Black/Lime | Black/Blue Atoll |
Black/Orange

Sizes

XS-3XL (unisex)

Fabric Shell

XD Protect shell, 3-layer fabric, 2-way
stretch laminate with XD Tech
Membrane 10,000 WP/20,000 MP

Shell material

Nylon

Total weight

225 g (M)

Construction

Shell

Item no.

1137

AD
DIC
TION

Sometimes, you just need to focus completely on getting there
as fast and strong as you can. That calls for ultralight, flexible
and reliable protection that will never slow you down.
Don’t worry. We’ve got you covered.

MJELDE

MEDBY

RIMU

3 layer stretchable shell jacket
for women

3 layer stretchable shell jacket
for men

Ultralight 3-layer shell anorak

• Temperature adapting membrane
• Laser cut underarm ventilation
• Cuffs with thumb holes

• Temperature adapting membrane
• Laser cut underarm ventilation
• Cuffs with thumb holes

• Waterproof — fully taped seams
• 2-way stretch fabric
• Laser cut underarm ventilation
• Cuffs with thumb holes
• 2-way front zip on chest

Colour

Lime Punch | Red Dahlia | Black

Colour

Lime Punch | Estate Blue | Black

Colour

Lime Punch | Estate Blue | Black

Sizes

XS-2XL

Sizes

S-3XL

Sizes

S-3XL

Fabric shell

XD Protect shell, 3-layer fabric,
2-way stretch laminate with XD Tech
Membrane 10,000 WP/20,000 MP

Fabric shell

XD Protect shell, 3-layer fabric, 2-way
stretch laminate with XD Tech
Membrane 10,000 WP/20,000 MP

Fabric shell

XD Protect shell, 3-layer fabric,
2-way stretch laminate with XD Tech
Membrane 10,000 WP/20,000 MP

Shell material

Nylon

Shell material

Nylon

Shell material

Nylon

Total weight

255 g (S)

Total weight

265 g (M)

Total weight

260 g (M)

Construction

Shell

Construction

Shell

Construction

Shell

Item no.

1135

Item no.

1136

Item no.

1138
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See all our
“World’s lightest”
products on
theworldslightest.com

Hypothermia can ruin any adventure. So when every gram counts,
you can rely on us to keep your core warm and your shoulders light.
No products on earth can match these on heat to weight ratio.
You’re welcome.

STRATO
World’s lightest down jacket for men
• Ultra small pack size
• Elastic hem and cuffs

Colour

Red Dahlia | Estate Blue | Black

Sizes

S-3XL

Material

Next to nothing® Ultralight rip-stop nylon

Filling

Crystal Down® 95/5 900+ European white goose down

Filling weight

53 g (M)

Total weight

165 g (M)

Construction

Stitched through

Item no.

1133
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ALTO

AD
DIC
TION

Ultralight unisex down vest
• Crystal Down® European Goose Down
• Next to nothing®fabric
• Ultra small pack size
• 2 side zip pockets, 1 can be used as stuffsack
• Elastic hem and armholes

Colour

Red Dahlia | Estate Blue | Black

Sizes

XS-2XL

Material

Next to nothing® Ultralight rip-stop nylon

Filling

Crystal Down® 95/5 900+ European goose down

Filling weight

37 g (S)

Total weight

120 g (S)

Construction

Stitched through

Item no.

1131

CIRRUS
World’s lightest down jacket for women
• Crystal Down® European goose down
• Next to nothing® — 7 denier fabric
• Ultra small pack size
• Elastic hem and cuffs

Colour

Red Dahlia | Estate Blue | Black

Sizes

XS-2XL

Material

Next to nothing® Ultralight rip-stop nylon

Filling

Crystal Down® 95/5 900+ European white goose down

Filling weight

45 g (S)

Total weight

145 g (S)

Construction

Stitched through

Item no.

1132

STOKE
Men’s hooded ultralight down jacket
• Crystal Down® European goose down
• Next to nothing® — 7 denier fabric
• Ultra small pack size
• 2 side zip pockets, 1 can be used as stuffsack
• Elastic hem

Colour

Red Dahlia | Estate Blue | Black

Sizes

S-3XL

Material

Next to nothing® Ultralight rip-stop nylon

Filling

Crystal Down® 95/5 900+ European goose down

Filling weight

59 g (M)

Total weight

180 g (M)

Construction

Stitched through

Item no.

1134
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HOME OF THE DOWN SPECIALIST
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Zolli has been sewing sleeping bags
for us for more than 30 years. She
knows everything about how to
make the perfect sleeping bag!

HANDMADE
IN GERMANY
FOR ALMOST
40 YEARS
Since 1983, we have been crafting our down filled sleeping bags
in Germany, by hand. A proud tradition that would have been easy
to abandon by finding cheaper labour and rent elsewhere on the
planet. However, since high quality matters to us, we chose to do the
opposite.
In 2020, we invested in a new state-of-the-art facility in Görlitz to
carry on this tradition with pride and dedication. By staying close
to our customers in Europe, we offer unique services, extraordinary
quality and a guarantee that your product is made to last forever.
We fix it all! Sustainability begins with products that last.
With skilled craftsmanship and modern service facilities placed locally
in Europe, we can ensure a fast, reliable and easy service on all
products, so you can enjoy nature with a clean conscience.

MADE IN
GERMANY
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TRUE
SUSTAINABILITY
IS PRODUCTS
THAT LAST
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Prolong your product lifespan
A careful selection of sustainable materials and production
processes is only half the journey to a truly sustainable product.
Expanding the product lifespan is really the simplest and most
achievable way to ensure our pact with nature. By buying quality
products, built to withstand the surroundings you use it in, and
designed to last, you can help spare our precious environment tons
of CO2 emissions.

Repair service
In the unlucky case of breakage or damage to your product, we offer
in-house repair service by our highly skilled machinists. Chances
are, that it may be the same person who made your sleeping bag in
the first place. Whether your product has a tear, need a new zipper
or simply need a refill of down to restore the fill power, our repair
service is a quick and highly qualified solution to your needs.

Wash service
Down products are often chosen because they are naturally light,
airy and fluffy. But they can be a bit difficult to handle when it
comes to cleaning. Both down and tecnical fabrics are delicate and
require special treatment to maintain its high natural quality.
That is why we offer a unique wash and care service for all our
products, making sure they will last a lifetime for the benefit of
your wallet and the nature, we care so deeply for.
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In our new Nordisk Care & Repair
Centre in Görlitz, Germany, you can meet
our passionate staff, some of whom have
more than 30 years experience in
producing and repairing our premium
outdoor products.

Nordisk Care & Repair
visitors center
Do you want to see how a high quality handmade
down sleeping bag is actually made?
Come visit our facility, see and experience this unique
process during a tour of our factory. Bring your work
team or special guests for day out or a seminar.
You might think that down is just a great filling for a
jacket or sleeping bag to keep you warm, but to us it is
a science, since there are so many possibilities. It is an
adventure that we are very proud to take part in.
Your passion is also our passion.
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Down filling

We develop equipment for expeditions exploring the
coldest areas of the world and therefore, all our products
are filled with Crystal Down® — a selection of the absolute
finest and most voluminous European down.
Crystal Down® — a masterpiece of nature
Mother nature ensures that all of our sleeping bags and
garments are highly insulating and keep you warm while
being surprisingly light. The secret is the finest insulation material known to man; down — it keeps birds warm,
yet light enough to fly. Nothing beats Mother Nature.
Down are by nature highly packable as they resist a small
amount of pressure, but gives in under stronger pressure.
The down withstand the impact and return to its initial
form when decompressed.
Gentle but tough
The down that warm the goose’s chest and belly are
excellent. Thousands and thousands of super-soft, keratin
filaments grow radially outwards from a tiny centre. Each
of these filaments contain innumerable tiny, branchlike fibres with nearly invisible hooks. When the down
are packed together, they attach themselves to each
other and build thousands of tiny, warmth-retaining air
chambers. This natural solution is lighter, more flexible
and insulates better than anything humankind has ever
developed.
The loftier, the fluffier
Down are static masterpieces with a fill power (loft), that
resists a small amount of pressure, but gives in under
stronger pressure. Loft is measured by laboratories under
the supervision of the International Down and Feather
Laboratory (IDFL) in Salt Lake City, USA. The higher the
volume, the higher the loft and the quality. Our special
down achieve the highest possible bulking power of up
to 900 cubic inches. In recognition of its large, organically
grown power and beauty, they are called Crystal Down®.
Crystal Down® Dry
Down have a tendency to collapse when wet, which has
kept down fanatics a bit frustrated under very humid
conditions. But not anymore. It is possible to prevent the
down from absorbing water using a special technology.
We call Crystal Down® — treated with this technology —
Crystal Down Dry®.
In 2014, we started to fill the jackets Mode and North with
this innovative kind of down. Today, we are using Crystal
Down Dry® in a large number of products including the
Arctic range of high-end sleeping bags and the range of
down filled rain jackets.
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Down variants
Crystal Down is used in the following qualities
600 / 90-10 Crystal Down
A good loft for most products. Clean feel and relatively
light. Provides good insulation and nice breathability. Not
the lightest of mixes, but one of the warmest if weight is
not important (but still lighter than fiber fillings).
700 / 90-10 Crystal Down
The value-for-money mix. Here you get nearly the same
nice feel and breathability of the more expensive and
finer down, but at a lower price and a higher weight. This
mix performs very well, and is often our go to down in
testing and comparing.
700 / 90-10 Crystal Down Dry
Here, we use our experience from regular down, but
making the down hydrophobic. This down goes in a lot
of our down-filled rain garments and hardcore sleeping
bags. We recommend this down type in moist or wet areas
where you need the extra protection.
750 / 95-5 Crystal Down
When nerdiness pays off. The loft is just a bit higher, and
the mix sorting process is a bit longer, but it pays off in
performance. With this you have down that ensures
better temperature protection at a lower weight, and
ensure a bit higher breathability.
800 / 95-5 Crystal Down
When the going gets tough and you need the lightest of
products to reach your goal. With this down being so fine,
they can be combined with the finest of nylons, meaning
a very low weight and small pack size. This down is for
when performance matters!
900 / 95-5 Crystal Down
Absolute high end down. The most fluffy down available,
and the down creating the best heat-to-weight ratio.
Only used in our most extreme addiction products and of
course our ‘World's Lightest’ products. Unbeatable
performance, unbelievable weight.

FACT!

FACT!

600 – 900+ fillpower

90/10 & 95/5 mix — the mix

defines the loft of the

defines the down to feather

down. The higher loft, the

ratio. The less feathers, the

less down (weight) you

lower the weight.

need to make the same
temperature insulation.
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Material

Properties

Recycled
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Recycled

MANI
Page 18

Recycled

Recycled

SKADI
Page 18

Recycled

MIMI
Page 22

GRID
Page 19

Recycled

Recycled

PEARTH
Page 23

PAYNE
Page 23

Recycled

NAO
Page 20

Recycled

Recycled

LIZ
Page 20

Recycled

MOANA
Page 24

Recycled

Recycled

AUKEA
Page 24

Recycled

Recycled

AKKARVIK
Page 25

KATEA
Page 27

SAGA
Page 27

TANA
Page 28

MARTON
Page 28

ACCESSORIES
Page 30-31

SOL
Page 37

LODUR
Page 37

MAGNI
Page 38

MODI
Page 38
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Recycled

HIRMIN
Page 39

EMBLA
Page 39

Recycled

PICTON
Page 40

Recycled

Recycled

PATEA
Page 40

Recycled

Recycled

RAI
Page 41

REESE
Page 42

TEVIOT
Page 43

TORA
Page 43

HORIZON
Page 48

MJELDE
Page 49

MEDBY
Page 49

RIMU
Page 49

STRATO
Page 50

ALTO
Page 51

CIRRUS
Page 51

STOKE
Page 51
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Simply want the best sleeping bag
for your adventure?
Explore all our down sleeping bags
nordisk.eu
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Nordisk Company A/S
Papirfabrikken 74 · 8600 Silkeborg · Denmark
Phone +45 7373 4000 · info@nordisk.eu
Nordisk Freizeit GmbH
Max-Weber-Straße 16 · 25451 Quickborn · Germany
Phone +49 (0) 4106 76770 · info@nordisk.de
Nordisk Freizeit GmbH – Die Manufaktur
Rauschwalder Str. 42/43 · 02826 Görlitz · Germany
Phone +49 (0) 3581 76560 · info@nordisk.de
Nordisk Asia Limited
Unit 904 · Zhong Rong Heng Rui West Tower,
560 Zhang Yang Road · 200122 Shanghai · China
Phone +86 21 58363068 · asia@nordisk.eu
Nordisk Japan Co., Ltd.
Greenland Aoyama Bldg. III 301, 6-6-22,
Minami-Aoyama, Minato-ku, Tokyo 107-0062, Japan
Phone +81(0) 3 6885 8206 · info@nordisk.co.jp
www.nordisk.eu

nordiskoutdoor

